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REDEFINING THE BUSINESS

SOLUTIONS INDUSTRY

By Tom Kucharvy

When everything was predictable,

participants in the business solutions

value chain had a clear role. Huge lSVs

(like SAP and Oracle) developed and sold

the enterprise application frameworks

on which global systems integrators

(like Accenture and Capgemini) could

implement their clients☂ unique business

processes. These firms and their smaller,

more specialised cousins (typically

regional Sls) often performed similar roles

in tailoring these or more specialised

applications (from niche ISVs) for use by

smaller customers. Depending on their

size and needs, companies purchased

their systems and solutions from. and had

them implemented by, some combination

of vendors. Sls and VARs.

The emergence and rapid maturation and

adoption of service-oriented architecture

(SOA) is already beginning to transform

the roles of key members of this business
solutions value chain.

Tom Kucharvy

Senior Vice President

Ovum Summit

Over the next few years. SOA will:

- obliterate the distinction between

application software and business

solutions by embedding best practice
based business processes directly into

reusable business services components

that can be combined to address the
speci c needs of individual customers

0 transform business solution platforms.
(such as those from SAP. Oracle and
Microsoft) from proprietary, self~contained
applications to standards-based. modular
SOA platforms with large ecosystems of

third-party business services components

that integrate easily into the platform

0 solidify the roles of Sls as the leading

Figure 1 The business solutions value chain
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business and IT solutions providers

to enterprise customers. bringing

together both LOB executives and

lT departments around the same

business objectives, and as the

preferred go-to-market channels

for business♥platform vendors

' consolidate three primary

business»solution♥creator models

(specialised lSVs, Sis and VARs)

as business/IT consultants and

creators of libraries of reusable

business services that tailor core

business platforms to the specific

business needs of the customer

- jumpstart Seas-based

business-service outtasking and

the creation of online business-

service ecosystems.

Redefining the business

solutions value chain

These changes will transform the

nature and composition of the

business solution value chain. It

will result in a three♥tier go-to-

market model (Figure 1) in which;

- a handful of platform vendors

provide the core business process
infrastructures that industry and

process specialists (which we

call business service providers)

will tailor to the needs of specific

clients

0 initially dozens and eventually

thousands of business service

providers will work with clients to

identify their unique industry and

process needs and will build or

recombine existing SOA business

services into custom business

process solutions

- a growing, and eventually huge
network of business solutions
channels will analyse the needs of
smaller, more specialised business

customers and either serve as
agents to bring business service

providers into these accounts, or

recombine services into solutions
tailored to these customers'
needs.

As suggested in Figure 7, borders
between layers of the solutions

value chain are porous. While

platform vendors will actively

recruit, build and nurture provider

and channel ecosystems, most

will also create their own libraries

of high-level business services

that are suitable tolarge numbers

of customers. While these high-

level extensions may be sufficient

to address the needs of some

customers, they will also be

provided to service provider

partners as building blocks for

their own offerings,

Consultants not able to provide

sufficient business solutions

value or to adapt to an asset-

based business model, and lSVs

that cannot adapt to a highly

consultative model, will drop out

of the sen/ice provider category,

and some will become channels

for other service provider offerings.

Meanwhile, some channel players

will migrate up the value chainto

become service providers.

This will create opportunities for

players to enter each of the three

levels. For example:

0 platform providers, although

initially consisting primarily of big

packaged software vendors, will

also include software-as-a♥service

(SaaS) platform vendors such as

Salesforce.ccm, and probably

others, such as NetSuite or Google

- service providers will consist of

industry and business consultants,

whoadd asset-based components

to their professional service-based

business models, and specialised

lSVs, who either migrate away

from their traditional apps or

re-architect them into business

services♥based extensions to

industry-leading platforms.

Redefining business solution

value chains

What does this all mean for the

business solutions providers

and associated value chains?

Both are on the cusp of radical

transformations, which are

being driven by SOA and will be

characterised by:

- customer demand for flexible
solutions that instantiate business

processes into applications that

can be delivered in any way

the customer prefers (in-house,
outsourced or outtasked), but

blended into a single service

delivery environment

' emergence of a new

generation of SOA - based

business solution platforms.

and business process engines

around which large ecosystems

of business service providers.

consultants and implementers

will form

' dramatic growth in the

importance and roles of Sis as

advisors and outtasking partners

to their clients; as business-

process design and go♥to-market

partners to platform lSVs; and

increasingly as developers/

vendors of specialised business

process software.

The result? A three-tier business

solutions value chain that Will

consist of:

' ☜V9 or more lSVs that own

a GOre SOA-based business

service platform controlling a large

eCOSysten'I of business-servrce

provider and channel partners

' thousands of next-generation

SS☂Stems integrators♥business

process experts that help

customers design, build and

manage SOA-based business-

WOCBSS solutions

' tens or hundreds of thousands

0f SOA solutions channels that

deSign and help customers

migrate to SOA»based solutions.

The roles and relationships of all

the paiiiCiDants across this value

chain will be transformed. So far,

the major platform vendors, most

0f the big Sis and a handful of

mid-sized FiSls and specialised

|SVS are taking the lead. Over the

next several years. all will have to

begin adapting to the realities of

this new business-solutions value

chain.

 



       

Having taken part in a well attended

Nasscom 2007 (the annual event

of India's software and IT services

-SITS~ trade association) it is clear

the Indian SITS industw remains on

a roll. The Indian players' numbers

are impressive: most are growing

at between 3040%. maintaining

healthy profit margins of 20-30%.

Such growth rates coupled with

stellar margins have enabled Indian

players to become (multi) billion

dollar operations. and darlings of

the investment community.

We are impressed by the energy,

ambition and entrepreneurship of

executives leading these players.

Application development and

maintenance (ADM) remains

the biggest revenue and pro t

generator for these players, where

they have built a sizeable presence

on the basis of their low cost. high

quality talent pool. But this is no

longer enough; the leading players

told us about their activities in

service lines such as consulting,

remote infrastructure management

(RIM), BPO and R&D services. It

is clear the Indian players are not

In the game to match W8stern IT

services players. but to beat them.

We would like to strike a note of

caution here. To us. India☁s SITS

industry is like a boat riding a wave,

The wave was created by the

efforts of the Indian government's

education and economic policies,

and propelled by a unique set of

conditions in the late nineties (e.g.

globalisation, cheap connectivity,

need for a large numberof low cost.

quality English speaking software

engineers), creating opportunities

for Indian SITS companies. Frankly,

the force of this wave was such

that it was not easy to do badly in

this environment.

The challenges for the lndian

players will come from three key

forces:

INDIA RIDES A WAVE OF
OPPORTUNITY: FOR HOW LONG?

- Western players' counter♥

strategies. IBM. Accenture and

EDS are among the biggest

recruiters in India today. They are

trying to replicate the low cost

delivery model which is giving

the cost advantage to the Indian

players. Combined with their

formidable onshore relationships

and domain knowledge these

players will be tougher to beat on

price and offshore delivery alone.

- Supply constraints. The

growing attrition rates and

accelerating wage inflation

suggest that supply of quality

talent is becoming restricted,

partly as a result of the actions

of the Western players. The

relevance of the cost issue is

how India compares against

other offshore locations such

as China. Philippines. Indonesia

and Russia. And here rampant

wage inflation will tip the balance

against India.

0 Managing growth on a larger

scale. Most Indian players add

around 30-35% new employees

each year. Not only is there the

huge challenge of preserving

the organisational DNA in such

circumstances but in light of the

20% (and rising) attrition rate.

Indian players in effect change

much of their personnel around

every 2 years. For how long can

an organisation do this?

These forces will reduce the

strength of the Indian wave within

the next two to three years. Also

key Western IT services players

will evolve their Indian (as well as

other low cost) delivery strategies

to represent credible alternatives to

the Indian players. Combining this

low cost delivery with their strong

onshore resources. relationships

and domain knowledge will takethe

sales initiative. This will mean value

migrating away from commodity
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offshore work back to onshore

needs of identi cation, solution

creation and client management ♥

best captured through the current

search for ☁lnnovation'. All of this

will put pressureon Indian players'

growth rates.

The Indian players will need to

evolve and adapt their current

offshore-heavy, ADM»Ied model.

They will need a stronger and

more diverse service portfolio (in

particular. consulting and business

process services. as well as

remote infrastructure management

services) to cater for a broader set

of client needs. They will also need

a far stronger onshore capability,

which will be able to sell and deliver

a more complex set of services

catering for the less well de ned

needs of clients. In addition, it

means building capability in other

sourcing locations, in order to

serve other markets (ie. Germany,

France). There are a number of

key Indian vendors that are going

in this direction, but this is neither

universal. nor is all of it at the same

pace.

The overall challenge is the

execution of these changes while

feeding investor expectations

of maintaining current growth

rates and profitability margins, In

light of all the investment in new

services lines. expensive onshore

resources. and the increasing

challenge of managing complex

service lines. this task won't be

easy, and it might lead to slower

growth and lower margins in

the interim. But those that don☁t

embark on preparing to catch the

next wave might nd themselves

left behind from 2009 onwards.

3
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FUdln

In February. Fujin. announced

the acquisition of Posetiv. On the

surface. this £4.6m purchase of

a storage infrastructure solutions

reseller doesn☁t look anything out

of the ordinary, But beneath the

surface there's an interesting story

behind Fujin and its reason for the

acquisition

History lesson

Fujin is something of a name-

changer. It☁s about to be renamed

XplolT and was previously known

as Offshore Telecom when it
rst listed on the London Stock

Exchange in January 2001. In

2004 Offshore Telecom was

renamed Matrix Communications

Group. Along the way. many

acquisitions were made. just

three examples being Intrinsic

Networks Limited (IT security

solutions and services). Decorum

Networks Limited (converged
communications solutions and

services) and Bedrock Networks

Limited (networking solutions and
services),

In 2006, Fujin (or Matrix

Communications as it was known
then) sold up. Itnetted an aggregate
consideration of £40.5m and E10m
for the sale of its integration and
hardware distribution businesses

respectively It was at this point

that it changed its name to Fujin

Technology, based on the mobile

technology business it chose not

to sell.

Where now?

In many ways, Fujin has come full
circle. lt carried out what was a
successful buy and build strategy
and it is now hoping to repeat that

♥ starting with the purchase of
Posetiv (digital storage solutions).

Fujin is focusing on the storage

FUJIN AIMS TO REPEAT BUY AND
BUILD STRATEGY

services area specifically and

will use Posetiv as the platform

from which to carry out further

consolidation. Fujin has a very clear

idea of the types of companies

it wishes to buy. It's looking for

privately~held rms that have

"reached their pinnacle". In other

words. perhaps their owner has

accepted that the business will not

progress much further in its own

right. For some owner/managers it

will simply feel like the right time to

cash in on the firm they☁ve run for

many years.

Of course. targeting these types

of companies (of which there are

many in the lower end of the S/

ITS space) is not a strategy that

is particular to Fujin. For example,

Computer Software Group ♥

another acquisitive rm ♥ has also

targeted owner-run companies,

The theory is that with a bit of

improved operational management.

some extra resource. and the

bringing together of several rms,

greater scale and prospects can be

achieved. We understand that Fujin

already has two more acquisitions

lined up. The company is con dent

that it can pin down enough of

these types of acquisition to repeat

the success it experienced rst

time around.

Second time around

So having been through this

process before. what have the

team learned? Firstly. they admit

to making many mistakes they

wish they hadn☁t. Hindsight, as

they say. is a wonderful thing!

One critical issue was around the

nancial side of the acquisition

process. What the company has

in place now is a nance team that

understands the strategy fully and

is capable of running the nances

of not just a 25m company. but

 

Kate Hanaghan

Analyst

a ElOOm company too. Similarly.

management have learnt just how

important cash flow is. It can be

the ☜biggest pitfall". CEO Ian Smith

told us. But Fujin also learnt that

some of the softer skills are just

as important. Smith says "a little

patience goes a long way". And

he's right. Think of all the HR

implications of buying company

after company and then integrating

staff ♥ happily!

We think that all of these skills

Fujin ☁acquired☂ first time around

are invaluable. Indeed. these are

the kinds of skills/experience that

can mean the difference between

success and failure. For that

reason. we believe the company

stands an excellent chance of

executing successfully against its

acquisition strategy. We also like

the more focused approach it☁s

taking ♥ i.e. around storage ♥ and

think that these services will play

Well to the needs and demands of

the mid-market customers it will

focus on.

The company is highly ambitious

and wants to be turning overEf 00m

within a year. The sale of its two key

businesses left Fujin with revenues

0f almost E400k. The Posetiv

business last reported turnover of

£14.2m and a PET margin of 1 2%.

Clearly, there☂s a long way to go to

hit that 俉100m milestone. We think

Fujin has some great experience

in place and we like its focused

approach. The question is whether

it can hit the heights it intends to

within the timeframe it proposes.

Watch this space]



 

PRIVATE EQUITY SIGNALS BIG SHIFT IN LOCAL

GOVERNMENT BPO

The UK local government BPO

market is entering a period of

significant change following the

recent takeovers of BPO suppliers

Vertex and Pearson Government

Solutions by US private equity.

These two takeovers by Oak Hill et

al and Veritas Capital will result in

all four local government pure-play

BPO suppliers soon being owned

by private equity - the other two

players. Liberate and H88. are

already majority owned by General

Atlantic. and Terra Firma Partners

respectively.

Together these four companies

account for approximately two-

thirds of the entire local government

BPO market. according to Ovum

estimates. Although it is still

early days. we believe that PE

consolidation is likely to have a

signi cant bearing on the future

direction of the market.

So why is private equity buying into

the local government BPO market?

And what does it mean for the BPO

players and their customers?

Market dynamics attract

investors

A principal reason for the active

interest is the Opportunity presented

by the growth of local government

mega-deals. Since the start or

2006. we have tracked a total of

eight deals valued in excess of

EIOm per annum with a substantial

BPO component, These represent

considerable long-term recurring

revenue streams for PE investors

with nancially secure clients

There is no sign that the flow of

mega-deals will dry up in the near

to medium term. Local authorities

will spend £719m alone on BPO

Services in 2007. and we expect

this to grow to £893rn by2010. Part

of the reason is that BPO remains

a key method for authorities to

gain quick cost ef ciencies and

business process improvements.

The Comprehensive Spending

Review 2007 will continue to drive

this trend for at least the next three

years. and encourage more broad-

ranging IT and BPO deals. with the

convergence of white- and blue♥

collar services a particular theme.

Another attraction for PE is the

opportunity presented by the

financial difficulties of the BPO

pure plays. Their failure to generate

healthy recurring pro ts has

made funding new deals difficult.

and in turn left them increasingly

vulnerable. All the while incumbents

like Capita and BT continued to

bene t from the buoyant market.

BPO supplier opportunities

BPO pure plays should bene t

from PE investment. Expert in

nancial management and portfolio

management. PE is well-placed to

take on the role of parent to ailing

local government BPO players; it

can restructure both nancial debt

and existing contracts in order

to make them more pro table.

Additionally it can provide the

necessary funding to take on

the mega-deals, which require

substantial up-iront investments.

Winning just one of these can help

rapidly grow the business. and re-

ignite investor interest.

The consolidation of existing PE

portfoliosoffersanotheroppottunity.

For example, in addition to Liberata.

GAownsmajorstakesianhanging.

Genpact. Northgate and Patni.

GA has already begun to exploit

this opportunity, by outsourcing

Liberata's procurement sen/ices to

Xchanging. in the future we expect

there to be further opportunities for

GA and other PE investors to exploit

their existing assets, particularly

around back of ce administration.

application development and

increasingly offshore.

What are the risks?

The investments made by PE are
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not without risk. Less transparency

Is a concern since PE operates

largely behind closed doors. This

is not something that will go down
well in local government. and we

would advise PE investors to focus

on establishing an open and trusted

relationship with both its portfolio

company, and their customers.

Understanding the changing role

of the private sector is also key.

HBS's joint proposal with Mouchel

Parkman at Oldham Council, for

example, aims to create 300 new

jobs in the borough and "kick-

start widespread regeneration☜.

This kind of ambition will. however.
require substantial investment

from the private sector partners

♥ understanding this demand

will be crucial if PE is to make its

investments work successfully.

It is worth noting that so far, PE

investments in H88 and Liberata

have yet to deliver significant returns

for their investors. Veritas and Oak

Hill will. therefore. need to ensure

they have a clear roadmap for

pro table growth without negating

the demands of local government.

We don't expect this to be a quick

win. Public sector organisations will
need convincing that PE investors

have given rm commitments on

the market for the long term.

Therefore. it is crucial that PE now

understands the requirements of

local government and its role in

delivering ef cient and effective

services. if it is to extract the best

value out of the acquisitions.

A more detailed analysis of the

impact of Private Equity on the

public sector BPO market will
appear in the publicsector@ovum

advisory service.
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Northgate Information Solutions

held a briefing at the end of

February to provide an update

on its strategy. The key message

was that the company is focusing

on driving organic growth

across its business. Northgate

has built a substantial software

and services business in local

government, criminal justice and

human resources. mainly through

acquisitions.vNow it needs to

prove to investors that it is more

than the sum of its (acquired)

parts ♥ and generating strong

organic growth is central to this.

Organic targets

A key target for Northgate is the

education sector, which it entered

through the acquisition of 8x3 in

April 2005. Although most of its
business is currently in Northern

Ireland, there is an emerging

opportunity to target work
from the government's Building
Schools for the Future (BSF)

programme in England. So far
Northgate has signed an £8.9m.
five-year deal with Bristol City

Council to provide ICT services

in partnership with Skanska.
Northgate sees this partnership
model as key to cracking this
market. and is boasting a sales
pipeline of £60m worth of bids.
in two years Northgate expects
education revenues to be over
£40m.

Outside of the well de ned
opportunity posed by BSF.
Northgate☂s strategy is generally
to increase valuesadded services
to existing software clients.
Northgate has a well established
position as a software provider in

the local government and criminal
justice sectors. and can boast
87% of UK local authorities, and
all UK Police authorities. as clients.
It also has a strong position as a
payroll services provider in the UK.

. NORTHGATE BUILDS ITS ORGANIC
tnorthgate GROWTH STORY

claiming that it pays one third of all

of the UK's workforce. in simple

terms. Northgate is looking to use

these software-based footholds

to grow organically through

providing higher valueaadded

services. driven by more project

and services-based work.

A future BPO challenger?

A big part of Northgate's drive

to expand into higher value

sen/ices is to increase its role as

a BPO services provider. This is a

natural extension for Northgate,

and it is not alone in moving in

this direction. increasingly clients

are looking to solve their business

problems in a holistic manner.

with IT being only one part of the

solution. BPO relationships are

increasingly seen as the next logical

step for managing IT. Vendors that

can position themselves as BPO

prime contractors can nd it easier

to up sell project-based work

♥ and this is just what Northgate

needs to try and do.

In the public sector specifically,

mid♥size players like Northgate

are facing tough times as mega-

deals are driving revenue growth

for suppliers that can win these

deals. but pure project services

players are getting squeezed out.

Moving into the role of a prime

BPO contractor might help. But

if Northgate is going to succeed

in public sector BPO it needs to

look at its partnering strategy. its

existing software relationships

with established BPO companies

such as Capita and Liberata

could hinder its expansion. As

Northgate increasingly looks to

compete for BPO business in

the public sector it will need to

manage these relationships very

carefully.

In HR Northgate may have a

much stronger opportunity. We

 

Samad Masood

Analyst

are detecting something of a

resurgence in interest in HR

outsourcing in the UK market. And

since Northgate☁s impressive win

at Alliance Boots earlier this year.

it has also signed up a string of

other household names such as

Business Post and Fientokil Initial.

con rming this trend. If demand for

HR outsourcing continues to rise

in this way. then Northgate should

be well positioned to benefit.

M&A still a key component

Overall though. gaining organic

Qrowth across the whole business

iS going to be tough ♥ particularly

in the public sector market where

Northgate needs to re-position

itself to expand into new markets

such as transport and health,

and provide more value-added

pfOiect based sen/ices. For this

reason acquisitions are still rmly

on the agenda. particularly those

that can help Northgate add new

Services capabilities.

Of course. divestments are still

a key strategic Option for Chris

Stone (CE). After all. it was only

fOur months ago when Northgate

was considering bids by potential

bWEFS. Those discussions fell

thFOUQh. but Stone says he Would

Still be interested in selling off parts

0f the business for the right price.

☜'5 an interesting proposition,

particularly as we do not believe

that Northgate's HR and public

Services businesses provide

many cross-selling opportunities,

Whatever the long♥term outcome

for Northgate. its value will be

based on its ability to grow

organically, and 2007 could be a

make or break year for this]
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Many IT services companies

rave gone through some sort of

recovery in recent years. followrng

the downturn of 2001/2. And

others didn't survive at all. But few

arge players have been through a

turnaround as dramatic as EDS.

 

The company's 2006 results, as

released last month. underline how

far the business has come. EDS

impressed Wall Street with another

increase in margins. topline growth

in Q4 of 1 1% and an upbeat outlook

for the coming year.

It was a very different picture four

years ago, when previous CEO Dick

Brown was forced out of a company

that was losing both money and

the confidence of customers and

analysts. EDS was the sick man

of the IT services industry and its

competitors were actively targeting

its accounts to exploit its weakness

and the uncertainties that clouded

its future.

 

EDS: THE LONG AND WINDING ROAD TO

RECOVERY

the Inland Revenue megardeal to

Capgemini. But there are. we feel.

plenty of lessons to be learned

from the company's experiences

and progress in recent years...

Play the long game

During 2003 and 2004 there was

huge pressure on Jordan and Co

to effect drastic solutions to EDS☁s

problems. Many observers talked

of a sale of the company as the

best way out of the quagmire.

But there are few quick fixes in

IT services today. particularly for

outsourcers signed up to 5-10

year deals. Turnarounds require a

long-term. multi-year plan. And the

expectations of investors and staff

need to be managed accordingly.

Hug your bears

When he arrived as the new EDS

CEO in 2003, MikeJordan inherited

some unpalatable contracts that

EDS revenues and margins, 2003♥2006
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EDS's turnaround remains aworkin

progress and nobody would argue

that the execution of its turnaround

strategy has been flawless or

without hiccup. For example, it

would hardly have chosen to take

so long selling off its AT Kearney

consumng business or to lose

had been signed in the Brown era.

Worst of the lot was the US Navy

deal, which was shedding money

and had apparently little hope of

improvement in sight. EDS took a

$500m charge on that deal alone

in 2008. but by 2005 the Navy

contract was making money and
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Principal Analyst

had become a reference for the

company.

Back to basics

EDS learned its lessons and

stopped signing the bad deals

in the first place. It remains more

open to risk than some of its

competitors. but the revenueeat♥

all-costs attitude has been replaced

by greater realism. smarter ways

of projecting revenues and an

emphasis on contract execution

as well as sales.

Meanwhile. like many of its peers.

EDS responded to the realities of

the post-boom market by tackling

the cost base, reducing headcount

in more expensive locations

and growing the global sourcing

capability, Competitors that have

reacted more slowly in this regard

have arguably suffered more pain

and been slower to see the gain.

Get the right experience for the

job

If you are going to turn around

a company. there needs to be

someone at the helm with relevant

experience. Prior to taking on the

challenge at EDS, Mike Jordan had

xed up Westinghouse. He was new

to the IT industry. but had a highly

relevant trackrecord for a company

in EDS's position. As Xansa (another

company that has implemented a

multi♥year transformation strategy

over asimilar timeframe) also found.

looking outside the IT industry can

be bene cial. Meanwhile, we have

to be concerned when a company

like Torex Retail installs execs with

turnaround consulting expertise

but little practical experience.
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xx ROYALBLUE KEEPS ON STORMING AHEAD
§

royalbluE'

Software and on-line services

provider to the financial services

industry Royalblue group grew its

revenue to 俉94.6m in 2006. an

increase of 27% over 2005. and all

of it organic. Operating pro t went

up by 29% to £12.4m to give an

operating margin of 6.1%. Thanks

to an increased tax bill. net pro t

Increased by only 2% to £10.3m.

The company has announced

that it intends to change its name

to Fidessa group pic. recognition

that the company's main product

line now carries more ☁brand

equity' than the company itself.

Shareholders will vote on the

change at the AGM. so this could

be the last report we write on the

company under its old name.

These results are testament to
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Xpertise. a provider of training

services. recently announced

its results for the year to end

December 2006. Total revenue

increased 4% to £16m. but
excluding the acquisition of

Waterrnans. the existing business
actually shrank. Operating margin
increased from 1.3% to 1.9%.
while the loss before tax improved

from £272k in 2005 to £18k.

Xpertise☁s core business (which

consists of the technical training

and professional skills training
businesses) declined by 3% in
2006. This illustrates just how
tough the training market can
be. in particular. around technical

courses (such as Microsoft skills).

price competition is high and we

suspect it is hard for players to

differentiate themselves in this part
of the market. There are some
glimmers of hope for Xpertise as it

 

the power of delivering solutions

to the desktop that mix software

and sen/ices. Based on a ☁thin'

client. Fidessa can be offered as

a conventional enterprise software

suite or as a hosted service.

available over a private network

or the internet. It combines a

trading platform wtth market data

and global connectivity. There are

over 10.000 active ☁screens' of

Fidessa worldwide. an increase of

25% on the year. while the number

of customer companies has

increased by over 50% to 120.

Royalblue saw excellent growth

in its three main geographies. but

with 37% growth despite a weak

dollar. its North American business

is the star. Its revenue of £32.6m is

closing on the company's European

business. which has revenue of

enters 2007. though; a managed

training deal with a government

organisation along with its

appointment as Computacenter☁s

preferred supplier should

☜contribute strongly" to FY07.

More generally, we think a

managed training offering has

the potential to drive growth for

training companies. Across the

lT services industry. managed

services (everything from managed

staffing to managed email and

managed IT support) have tapped

into a genuine customer desire

to handover certain functions to

a specialist. Suppliers. however,

have enjoyed varying degrees

of success ♥ by which we mean

pro ts. lT staffing is a prime

example of where the managed

service offering has in many

cases just become an opportunity

for customers to push prices

俉48.7m and growth of ☁only' 21%.

Asia still trails in revenue at £13.3m.

but growth was a creditable 32%.

Most companies have to spend

heavily on sales and marketing

to get this kind of market growth.

This doesn☁t seem to be the case

at Royalblue. which saw strong

cash generation by operations of

£25.5m. an increase of 81%. in

fact the company has now built

itself a nice warvchest of 940. As

of 31 December 2006. it says

£1 million of this is ☜to support

any acquisition opportunity that

becomes available". However. it

doesn't seem to be in any hurry.

which we think is wise given the

number of companies up for sale

and the venture capital money

washing around.

{Da vid Bradshaw)

XPERTISE FAILS TO GROW ORGANICALLY

down further, We think training

companies. such as Xpertise,

need to very clearly articulate that

the bene ts of managed training

Services are not just about cutting

costs. but about getting a better

service and leaving the customer

to focus on their core business.

However. successful managed

services are not the only challenge.

Xpertise must keep on building

☜19 Professional services business

(which covers skills training such

35 project management. people

management and customer

Services). But in line with all of this.

and especially in light of the decline

in revenues of the existing business,

Xpertise will need to make more

aCQUisitions. Here the challenge

is not just around nding the right

purchase . it's around nding the

fight DUrChase at the right PHOE-

{Kafe Hanaghan)
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CAPITA

Capita recently released its 2006

results, Revenue is up 21% to

£1.7bnt Operating profit (after

share-based payments) rose

23% to C225m. giving Capita an

operating margin of 12.9% (2005:

12.8%). PBT rose by 18% and

earnings per share were up 24%

to 23.1)). Capita is paying a 9p

dividend, compared to 7p last

year. Full-year contract signings

and renewals totalled £1.87bn

(2005: £1.14bn).

Capita gave a confident view of

its future prospects at its results

brie ng. already having visibility

of more than 95% of its 2007

revenue. according to CEO Paul

Pindar. And it won't have to rebid

any existing major contracts until

BTQ

BT Group reported another solid set

of results for 08. However. it's the

performance of BT Global Services.

with its emphasis on "Networked IT

Services☜. which interests us most.

The division. now BT's largest.

grew its external revenues by

4% to £2.3bn. Organic. constant

Currency growth was 5%. EBITDA

was up 4% to 俉232m. while EBIT

fell by 17% to 俉52m (giving an EBIT

margin of 2.3%).

 

BT needs its Global Services

operation to provide growth. even

if the UK consumer and SME

division, BT Retail, is apparently

picking up a bit (it reported growth

in the quarter ☁ albeit of just 1%

☁ for the rst time in four years)

But BTGS's overall performance

remains less than stellar. That said,

we need to remember that BTGS

itself runs a lot of ☜traditional☝ (in

BT's terminology) seNices in the

UK such as private circuits for

2009. giving it almost two full years

to focus entirely on achieving new

business growth. So where is this

growth going to come from?

A lot of it is expected to come

from the life 8r pensions and local

government sectors. which,

through deals such as with Zurich

and Birmingham City Council.

have been responsible for much of

Capita's growth in 2006. But Capita

is also continuing to target more

niche markets in the UK such as

corporate travel management. or

unit trust administration. Capita is

also continuing to push into the IFA

supply chain with its recent software

acquisitions Pindar mentioned

the opportunity to expand further

in the retail sector, using its work

large organisations. as well as

the growing ☜new wave" stuff like

MPLS networking and IT services

In actual fact. the ☜new wave☜

businesses accelerated a little in

03. returning 7.6% year-on-year

growth compared to 6.5% in 02.

A key factor behind that growth is

BTGS's business beyond the UK.

John Brougham. BTGS's CFO.

told us that total noneUK business

grew by 11%. while both Asia

Pac and North America delivered

better than 20% growth in the

quarter. This re ects the division's

strategic emphasis on international

business. based on its global

network presence and supported

by niche acquisitions (such as INS

in the US and i2i in India in recent

weeks).

As well as deepening its overseas

presence. BTGS☁s growth strategy

is also pushing more and more
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CAPITA CONFIDENT FOR THE NEXT FEW YEARS

with DSG International (providing

technical and customer support) as

areference.

As Pindar puts it: ☜The more niche

areas we get into, the more value

we can add. and the higher our

margins will be." We agree with

this view A as long as a BPO

business can build scale in each

of its niches, or at least run them

profitably without distracting

other areas of its business, So far.

Capita☁s management has proved

that they can do this. And to date.

this strategy has helped Capita

open up several new markets

to BPO and enabled it to build a
diverse business that is less reliant

on the public sector

(Samad Masood)

☂ \ BT GLOBAL SERVICES: INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

DRIVES GROWTH

into the IT side of its "Networked

IT Services☝ remit. INS is a good

example. It consults on and

integrates enterprise infrastructure

and networks. work that IBM.

080 and EDS (to name but three

possible IT services competitors)

are also targeting. So as BTGS

expands its service range it is.

knowingly. entering increasingly

competitive waters. In order to

compete in the long term, we

believe BT☁s growing but patchy

coverage in ITAcentric services (with

the emphasis very much on the UK,

and UK public sector in particular.

plus a growing presence in the

US) will need more co-ordination

and build♥out before it can deliver

the sorts of standardised, even

industrialised. offerings that will

increasingly become the key to

competitiveness and profit margin

improvement in the IT services

market.

(Phil Cod/mg)
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1 o. LOGICACMG: STEADY. BUT CAN lT DRIVE ORGANIC
°o'c°@M@ GROWTH?

LogicaCMG has recently

announced its full 2006 results.

The company delivered topline

revenue growth of45% to £2.67bn.

The operating margin (before

amortisation and exceptional

items) rose from 6.6% to 82%.

Earnings per share fell from 7.3p

to 6.7p. LogicaCMG is proposing

a nal dividend of 3,4p (which

increases the dividend for the full

year by 5%).

Overall. this is a reassuring

performance in a year that saw

the company assimilate two of

Europe's "local hero" IT services

players. Unilog and WM-data.

and double its headcount in the

process.

The fact that the business was able

to return margin growth against

a backdrop of such dramatic

corporate change and evolution

is reassuring It also roughly kept

pace with its addressable market

in its topline performance. We

suspect the company will take

a break from major acquisitions.

not least to allow the completion

of projects to assimilate Unilog

and WM-data and bring them

under the one LogicaCMG brand

(the latter process being slated

for H2 of 2007 and H1 of 2008).

But its successful record to-date

suggests it will » and indeed should

- look to acquisitions once again.

most liker in Germany.

The margin performance is

especially noteworthy. The UK

and Netherlands. as the most

mature operations in the business.

continue to deliver the highest

operating margins (at 10.8% and

9.9%respectively).ButLogicaCMG

also managed to improve margins

in each of its other geographic

divisions - France. Nordics.

Germany and the broad-based

International grouping. The outlook

for the year ahead (with additional

acquisition synergies to be gained

and Germany expecting a swing

from losses to ☜low to mid♥single

digit" operating margins) suggests

another improvement in margins is

on the cards in 2007.

If we have a lingering concern. it

is growth. LogicaCMG has taken

market share through acquisition.

but it is not making any gains

organically. We would argue that it

should be. Flight now. the "growth

agenda" means that customers

are spending money on projects

designed to transform the way

they compete and do business.

for example through radical new

implementations of business

intelligence systems.

It appears that LogicaCMG is not

exploiting such opportunities as

it could and risks missing out on

the current wave of spending, So

in France. a country that saw a

marked pick-up in project spend

in 2006 and where LogicaCMG

acquired a signi cant local player in

IT consulting in Unilog. growth fell

in 2006 (to 5.3%). One reason cited

for this is ☜capacity constraints".

And herein lies a challenge for

LogicaCMG across its business.

It may nowbe a E3bn-revenue

player in the European lT sen/ices

market. but it is often competing

for talent against even bigger and

better known players. not just in

IT sen/ices. but also in consulting.

We therefore suspect that its new

marketing strapline - ☜LogicaCMG:

Releasing your potential" ♥ is as

much aimed at staff and potential

recruits as customers.

Another reason for LogicaCMG's

less than stellar growth may

be a rather subtler factor in its

organisational DNA. It is not hard

to find fans of the company among

(SIDS and its reputation for delivery

is probably as good as any in the

UK industry. However. we're not

sure that LogicaCMG has been

the most successful S/ITS player

at driving up the value of. and

nding additional opportunities

in. its key accounts. This helps

to explain why it hasn't benefited

from the current ☜growth agenda".

But with a number of recent

Changes of senior personnel in

the sales and marketing teams.

2007 may see some concerted

attempts to refresh and re,

energise the company's account

management. It'll need to get such

things right. as well as continuing

to push cross-selling between its

acquired businesses. if it is to start

delivering organic market share

gains to complement its acquisitive

growth.

{Phil Cod/mg)



 

We met up a few daysago with

David Thomlinson, UK MD of

Accenture. Thomlinson has been

UK MD since September 2008,

having transferred over from

running the Resources (oil. gas

etc) vertical market group.

We were naturally interested to

hear about what Accenture calls

the ☜new operating model" - the

change to the power matrix

that has until recently strongly

favoured the vertical market

groups over the service lines and

the geographies.

The new matrix still has the verticale

market groups owning the primary

P&L, Service lines (business

consulting, systems integration.

and outsourcing) and geographies

both have shadow P&Ls. But

Accenture is effectively transferring

many of its staff - particularlyjunior

and mideranking people - from

the vertical market groups into

the service lines. It's doing this by

changing their primary reporting

line from vertical group to service

line, although they retain dotted

line reporting into the verticals.

The idea is for staff to move more

freely between verticals more

easily, meaning Accenture gets

less stove♥piped.

As the head of one of the13 major

worldwide geographies in the

new operating model, Thomlinson

now has P&L and revenue targets

for the UK. He presides over

a geography operating board

including the UK heads of the

verticalvmarket groups and the

service lines, who nowhave dotted

reporting lines to him. Thus, he

has more power over resource

(Le. people) allocation within

their borders than his successor.

He therefore theoretically has

the powers to push through his

"Grow UK" programme. to match

the successful "Grow America"

programme (which doubled

Accenture☁s organic growth rate

in the US last year, in part by

taking a more holistic view of key

geographies).

We see all this as a natural swing

of the pendulum back from the

vew heavily vertical-oriented matrix

that Accenture has had during this

decade. towards a more balanced

matrix, with a "thinner" vertical

element and a ☜thicker☝ service-

line component. One day. the

pendulum may well swing back

yet again,

Will it work this time? It should do.

but Accenture☁s great strength is

its deep domain expertise and the

relationships with its customers.

So it must be careful here - if

its consultants are perceived

as having their strong domain

expertise diluted, customers won't

be impressed.

This comes just at a time when

customers want deeper expertise

and experience. not less. So the

balance is tough between flexibility

and specialisation. Accenture is a

tough beast that learns on its feet.

so it will probably get that balance

right, no doubt after teething

issues.

We naturally asked Thomlinson for

details of Accenture's UK revenues

in FY 06 - Accenture had a tough

financial year ending in August

2006. Accenture used to publish

its UK revenues, but no more, and

Thomlinson could only indicate that

our estimates are pretty accurate.

Our standing estimate. based on

Accenture SEC lings, is an 18%

dollar-terms drop to $2.16 billion,

and a 15% sterling-terms drop to

21.2 billion.
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ACCENTURE PUTS THE STRUCTURE lN PLACE FOR
☜GROW UK"

The chief cause was the NHS

outsourcing mega♥deal which

Accenture substantiver exited in

September 2006. It soaked up

resources and diverted attention

from more promising opportunities.

Even worse, the exit agreement

had Accenture reversing (writing,

off) $339 million ($189 million)

in previously-booked consulting

revenues. Had it not had to reverse

that revenue. we reckon the UK

would ☜only☝ have suffered a 5%

dollar decline and a 1% Sterling

decline - much better, but still

shockingly poor for Accenture.

Other causes were a drought in

big new deals in 2005 that created

relatively little revenue pull-though

from big orders during 2006, but

also the fact that Accenture took its

eye off the ball in some key areas,

for example failing to capitalise on

some key opportunities such as

the revival in business»consulting

demand.

The good news, Thomlinson says,

is that Accenture UK is once again

growing revenues and orders, both

in like♥for♥like (excluding NHS) and

absolute measures. In part that's

because some big orders from

last year (e.g. Unilever) are coming

through, and in part because

Accenture can concentrate

its repower on opportunities

much more rewarding than the

NHS turned out to be. Financial

services growth is "very strong",

and resources is also doing well.

Even government, with the NHS

behind it. is doing well, he says.

We often compare Accenture to

the German football team ♥ most

dangerous when it☁s bouncing back.

Accenture UK should be a much

stronger competitor this year than it

was in its annus honibilis of 2006.

(Douglas Hayward)
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Mergers and Acquisitions - February 2007

 

Acislen

Logicacmc

A provider of network and communications intrastructuro solutionsSetter nescnpdon

 

LDglcaCMG's Telecoms Products divisron

 

£265r☁n (hall cash. halt snare buy back)

 

For some trrne now LogicaCMG has been mmaured to be discussing a decent exit trorri the telecoms product business. it is now done.
wrlh thesale oi the business to a set oi private equity tunds Telecom Products will be reborn as a new company, Acision. which will
inherit the product portiolio and will operate the business going torward
At a LogicaCMG company level. it is interesting to see that otter a tow years. thestrategy at the company in the telecoms venical has
changed Over the past tew years, LogicaCMG was ☁playing the game☂ at huiiding a some business using commercial channels built
out ot a product ousiness Though theoreticalty interesting, this strategy certainly reaches a dead end when. geographically speaking
your product channels and your service capabilities are not aligned

      

  

  

     

  

    

   

   
  
  

  

Buyer Bond international spitware

' Strictty Education Limith

Sotlér Description A provider ct HR. nnanco. propeny support and payroll services to over 500 schools across the UK

i00%

£2.7m

  

Theres a lot at change going on in the sortware industry at the moment and though Bond may not think ot it as such. this acquisition
is one srnatl step away trom the traditional model at solrware delivery. increasingly sortware is being used a plaitorrn tor the delivery
ol other services indeed. oayroltservices are a long-standing pan or this trend - usvig soitware es a service to automate otherwise
manually-delivered service trom a third party
This is re-drawing th nes between BPD and sotrware in anew. threatening way tor the providers otBFO services it the server: is a
commodity, then it w:l| become automated. either by incoming Saasrautornated services providers or oy BPO providers realising there

I i is no choice but to automate their delivery The other side ol the corn is that the services are spechc to the client or vertical, or that
i.☁ J :1,- orocessos require decimmmaklng on the part ot the supplier This type ot work is mainly suited to specialist EPO suppliers rather than
n lt☁i☁ the Saas or automated services players.

I at!" it Band stays tocused on the low cost. automated delivery model that suits its software background. it will be on the Winning sidu

 

ET 

International Network Services HHS)

 

US~based provider at IT consulting and software solutions

100%

   

  

         

Undisclosed

 

This protesslonal services acqulsillorl will increase ET'S presence in North America and WIII enhance its consulting capabilities and

reassert BT's authority as a teloo in advanced network and ICT management
INS brings expertise In making networks and the applications they serve run and integrate better. It also bnngs worktlaw. network

management and collaboration software competencies. which will make a welcome contribution to the gruwing Br Global Services
pontoio.
Th's acquisition is a mid-sized one tor BT- lNS generates amund SIM) million a year and - whilst the terms at the deal have not been

disclasad - we expect the cost to be close to the $150 million mark (ET says it☂s between St to million and $150 million]. The business

is pro table and employs 900 people and despite being mid-siwd, this is a signi cant deal tor Br and one that we generally support, as
it helps la underpin BT☁S network-related [T services business. an increasingly important service line tor the teicoi

  

Capltn

Harry Weeks Travel a Leisure Group  

  

☁ Business travel software and services provider

     

☜ i:2trn

i ' ' " Capita rirst entered the corporate travel market in 2005 with the acquisition or Lonsdaie Travel. Harry weeks should be complementary
☁ to this. as he sell-service rail booking sotrware products Evoivi and Travalpackonine. court plug in as a sottware lront»erld tor
Lonsdale's services, Together the two travet businesses should generate around i:t0min revenue tor Coons, in strategic terms, they

i tnrm yet another ☁IP-led' attack on a niche segment or "IE BPO market by market leader Capila.

Our oneconcern is regarding the price paid tor t-tsny Weeks. The initial payment ot £21m is more than two lines the most recent year's
revenue at 23.6m. Arid willie Capita expects the rail travel market to grow between 3 5% and 5.5% per annum. it is hard to see how
that level at growth alone iustmes such a price tag, That said, Capita hes a large number ol existing public and private sector drama that
it can crass-sell travel services into. and tha seitservice soitware irDm Harry Weeks might be a catalyst tor a lot at cross-sales activity,
Given Ceoita's strong track record at executing on its strategic i iativae. we wouldn't not against them turning travel services into a

i pro table growth business.

 

  

 

   

   ._£_..k
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Mergers and Acquisitions ♥ February 2007

     

Euyer Delica

Seller i DFI lntamalianal

I Seller Description , Consuttanoy to me us government nallonal securily market

I Acquiring ' 100%

Price £20 2m (cash and sharesl
Comment This deal is canSlslenl Willi DEIlC ☁S am In expand IlS bushes in me huge and growmg US national security market, DFI quadruples [he

rrn's us headwunl ovemght(lo 270 513"]. it also brings into the business some heavy-hitting and well-connected personnel. not least
a retired General and Bngodter General among the management Ieam
We spoke to Dullca CEO Tom Black who acknowledged ihai the people at DFI are key to I15 value bulwas conhoent that artniion
Should no! he a problem due l0 earmarked lurids ID make Sula aDDiopnaie remuneration IS available

The role cl DFI IS noi luSl lo 55☜ consulting [hence also needs the busrness l0 sell on IIS technology soluiioris. mosl Oi which [the

NoiRevca! lraud detection SDIulion, ior exampiei have been developed and rst delivered in me UK. DFl IS a lm of lee-eamlng

consultants, bul HS also a sales channel By cor☁nhtning focused Cunsuliing capabilliy wllh repeaiable soluilans il has ridden the vagaries

oi the ccnsulling market and cemented longerrlerm customer telalianshtps. Many oi the UK's smaller standalone consultancies have
been less ionunate

   

Hitachi Data Services

  

Archivas inc.

 

Providing content archiving ior unstructured iniormallon

[00%

  

. Undisclosed

This acquisition is a strategic move, espectally at a time when retention and reineval oi rntorrnalron ior compliance purposes is placing
increasing pressure on SIDS and their organisations.

. HDS confirmed that despite the acquisition. all oi Archivas☁ existing reseller relationships remain in place including me one with use
Tho demand ier archrvrng svsiem continues to be driven by the requirement to relain and retrieve (ior compliance purposes) rapidly-

lncreasrng volumes oi inionnation. opproxurraieiy 80% or which consist or unstructured objecis and tiles or semisrruciured data such as
email. Even in its irst year oi sales irom June 2005. Archivas reporteoiy sold t2 systems.
With the Awhile: acquisition HDS believes it can now push to customers ☁an integrated strategy ior common storage and data
management. across boih structured data and applications. and unstructured content'.
in tth move HDS has racognsed that the iniorrnaiion retention and retrieval requirements ior organisations are now so imponanl to the
Clo that she/he wii want a single suppier altering the tightest integration between hardware and Samara

  

Kawili Systems

 

IPACS o♥Solulivns (S) Fla (a division 17' IPACS Asll He Lida)

 

A provider oi logistics. cargo. warehouse management solutions
3. "30%

.'«mt». i ELBSm

This is a very logical expansion li:lr Kewill. II has already expanded its innlpnnl oulsde Europe into lha US. and [he missing piece was a

stake in Asia~Paci c Singapore. Hong Kong and Shanghai are the busiest three ports in the area. With the ever-gmwirig trade between
. China and built the US and Europe. ll is viially invariant for Kew l to be in (he area.

Since we don'l know much about IPACS. it is hard to Evaluate the stranglh OI Ihe company that Kewill is buying. HWBVEI, Iha many

has done well with its Dasl. and (in its inier'ms lo Seplember 2006) managed to increase me margin (before amortisation) with men. so

the precedent is good.

   

☁ Redslane

Commilca

A provider 0' network and oorvtmunicaiiorls inimtructula salulioris

100%

 

E2211 (part cash and issue oi Shams)

Another shopping trip ior Redslone. and this line the added bonus is that it has taken out a key competitor in the area, Adding rn
oomunica's revenues. Redslnne will now be a 2100☜ company. in less than [we years it has acquired Xpert Group Limited. Symphony
Telecom Holdings pic. the Tolerant group oi oompanies. IDN Taiwan and now Cun'vica. Thais pretty switt work. and all part pi its
strategy to gain scale in order to tap into larger duals and bid on multiple protects at one line.
One element we like about the Comunico and IBM Telecom acquisitions is the way each purchase med slmighi into on individual uni.
thersiora min'mising any 'rnpact on the other units during integration.
However/er. Redstone must be oxirornoty ceretul that it keeps developing the cross-sole opportunities and keeps on adding to the
pto iabiiry generated in H1 or this year alongside any iuture purchases.
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UK software and IT services share prices and market capitalisation - February 2007
Share ☁ PSR SIITS Share price Share price Capilaiisalion

$05 Price rcapnaiisaiion Hisioric Rauo index move since , % move move since

eieieiei e e . . . Cat. 28-Feb-011 .ZB-Eelrw . PIE... Cap-[Rey-,.38 072;731♥4an10771 7 in 2007 _ myopic]
@UK pll: SP 0.10 1 3.76 NA 2.59 152.67 1 -20% 1 44% -£0.94m
Alphamerlc SP 0.50 66.63 30.7 1.01 230.50 0% : 5% -£0.33m
Anerian SP 1.34 56.27 39.3 5.29 667.50 9% 10% £4.64m
Anile GrDup cs 0.61 265.62 61.3 1.51 475.15 2% 0% £5.50m
Mame SP , 0.46 r , 52.01 , 44.1 9.73 2.39474 _ -3% V 17% -E1.71m
Maris pic SP 0.06 1.44 NA NA 267.44 16% -15% 20.22m

Allanlic Global SP 0.17 3.76 NA 1.77 559.32 -1% 22% -£0.06m
Amonomy Corporation SP 6.18 1053.77 NA 6.21 166.64 5% 21% £140.20m
Aveva Group SF' 0.75 589.34 72.1 6.94 4.375.00 -3% 7% -£16.81m
Axon Gmup , cs 6.70 _ 394.10 59.9 4.29 _ 3.02057 2% _ 10% , £5.38m
Bond lrrrernauonal SP 1.82 54.95 22.7 3.95 2.79231 -6% 5% -c3.33m
Brady SP 057 14.71 NA 6.05 703.70 13% 56% 21.61am
Buslness Sysiems CS 0.11 6.26 11.2 0.24 90.34 -4% -14% -£0.30m
came Group as 6.47 3994.46 29.0 2.35 174,097.19 2% 7% 260.26m
cenlrom . cs, 7 001 NA 7 7 0.30 V V 200.33 -17% _ -£0.38m
Chanerls cs 0.20 51.3 0.43 222.22 25% £1.72m
cholroro Group cs 1.49 6.3 0.90 259.13 -11% -£0.71m
Civica cs 2.72 NA 1.60 1,555.30 -1% -£0.76m
Clar y Commerce SP 0.50 0.6 0.76 400.00 ♥7% -£1.73m
ClinicaICompuiirlg , , 9P 0.06 ,NA 7 1.19 I 750 40,, -14% V 41% V -l:0.24m
coDA Plc. SP 2.06 . NA 4.12 1,262.41 26% NA
compel Group 1 c9 1 1.15 1 36.67 26.6 0.61 916.00 1 -3% £1.19n1
compulacenter R 2.75 ☁, 436.04 16.3 0.19 409.70 1 2% -俉19.51m
oompurerSonwareGroup , SF 1.07 . 64.61 ☁ 36.6 r 4.61 906.36 -12% -£7.30m
wyeiiybnagemempgnsuigng§7Vjg 0.177 1 72.76 V W 118.49» 713% V £0.70m7

corpora SP 0.06 1 NA 152.63 3% -20.00m
Deaiogic SP 1.66 134.79 NA 1 4.35 615.21 19% -£2.72m
Delcam SP 413 1 25.47 12.8 1.06 1,506.54 16% f 32% £3.55m
Deuce : CS 401 ☁ 455.44 ☁ 45.7 4.49 5,012.50 9% i 9% £45.55m
Dicom Group ,_ 1 R 1 2.40 211.43 ☁ 27.5 1 1.01 735.74 9% 1 3% 217.6210
Dill'istone Group SP 1 1.40 1 7.56 1 NA 1 NA ☁ 1,025.64 ♥2% 1 4% ☁ -£0.19m
Dimension Dale R 0.40 744.15 34.6 0.54 1 65.70 1 10% 12% 269.40m
DRS D313 0 Research SP 0.33 11.43 1 NA 1 0.92 1 300.00 1 -12% -11% -£1.56m
egSoluuons SP 1 0.49 7.00 ☁ 11.2 1 2.04 333.33 -25% 40% ☁ NA
121.com W 7 _☁ cs 1 , 0.02," ☁ 712.42 .7 NA 1 35.05, _V 40000 -52% 4533/. 1 ,NA ,7
Electronic 0312 Processing SP 066 ☁ 16.61 i 19.6 ☁ 2.36 ☁ 2,062.06 ☁ -2% ☂ 5% -20.37rn
FDM Group A 1.09 25.19 26.3 0.76 ☁ 1,331.29 15% 16% £3.25m
Frasmn SP 0.10 27.49 NA 10.37 79.17 19% 56% £4.70m
Financial Objects CS 0.67 29.54 NA 2.12 289.13 12% 22% 俉3.1 1m

Flomerics Group SP 1 0.95 1 7 13.97 15.1 1.22 1 3653.05 1 1% 1 27% 7. 69mm

Focus Soluuons Group cs ☁ 0.46 ☁ 13.17 1 101.0 2.42 233.33 -13% ~6% 422.0201
GB Group CS 036 31.61 NA 2.46 243.49 -15% 46% -£5.44m
Gladstone SP 0.23 11.99 13.0 1.57 575.00 -5% -10% {0.65m
61016! A 0.59 22.73 9.1 0.25 303.90 1% -7% £0.19m
Gresham oompytlrg, cs 1.26 64.26 __ NA 4.60 1,379.03 -15% -13% -£11.65m
Group NET cs 2.47 60.21 24.6 5.34 1,235.00 1% 19% £10.09m
Hamsand Group (Renamed Cantono CS 006 1681 NA 2.34 1,000.00 0% 0% NA

Harvey Nash Group A 0.79 51.62 14.1 0.26 451.43 2% 0% £0.98m
Highams Systems Services A 0.04 1.39 NA 0.10 121.67 0% -5% £0.00m

Horizon Tecnnoiogy c5__ 0.69 H _ 55.74 13.6 0.29 251.92 3% -1% £1.42m
lBS OPENSysIems cs I 1.00 75.00 30.6 4.60 1,229.51 4% 3% £3.20m
lSSalutions ☁ cs 1 0.16 , 3.84 , 43.7 0.70 577.61 11% »2% , £0.37m
lc1vl Compuler Group cs ☁ 3.30 » 70.40 21.7 ☁ 0.93 1 1,033.33 1 5% 14% £3.09m
IDOX SF 0.06 15.13 NA ☁ 1.07 9.95 27% 1 22% £3.17m
lrnaginauk 77,, SP, 010 11.06 ,7 NA 1 7.91 1 117.65 3% ☜12%,☝ w r
In Technology cs 0.39 55.10 27.4 0.19 1,560.00 -10% -9% ♥£G.37m
Iniarouesl Group A 1.31 37.66 23.4 1.36 2,270.26 11% 50% £3.74m
Innovauon Group SP 0.35 219.73 30.2 3.60 150.66 -1% 10% £0.07m
Intelligent Environmenls SP 0.06 12.21 113.1 3.91 79.79 ♥15% 20% -£2.24m
lnlercwe Group SP 0.57 1919 NA 10.63 941.67 -9% -5% . -£,1.,95m _,
Invu SF 0.21 26.24 16.6 6.33 2,210.51 -13% -30% {3.35m
iSOl-☁I' Group SP 045 103.46 NA 0.39 404.55 -11% -21% -£13.37m
lTrain SP 002 1.67 9.6 0.91 25.06 0% -5% £0.00m
iXEurope cs 0.74 134.00 NA 5.96 2,426.23 21% 51% £28.80m
K3 Business Technology SP 1.19 23.19 NA 1.05, 909.24 -4% 3% -£0.60m
Kemill SP 075 59.41 21.5 2.23 1,407.15 -3% ♥5% -E1.97m
Knowtedge Technology Solutions SP 0.02 5.62 NA 4.65 350.00 17% 6% £0.63m
LogicaClVG cs 1.70 2603.46 251 0.96 2,321.20 -1% -9% -£16.93m
Lonen A 0.51 9.50 21.4 0.06 510.00 12% 20% £1.02m
102095.... .2. .. .- . . .. SP..1...2.3.Z-,. . 52.4.6... 17.4.. .156. .. 953.63 25% E. 12% .. 22.66111          
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Share PSR SlrrS Share price Share price capitalisation

. SCS Price Capitalisalion. Historic Ra o index move since % move movesince

7 iii, 7, 7 ,, pat. 29-Feb-07 zsrattoz; 7 PIE VQaprl evg iz -Feb-07 3131.3091, in 2007 ,3;
Manpower Software 1 SP 0.47 20.90 ☁ NA 4.82 484.54 59% 51% £ .

thima Holdings CS ☁ 2.60 47.74 t 43.5 3.35 1.890191 3 14% 13% £5.59m

Nbdiasuriace SP 0.22 16.99 22.0 1.76 1,617.65 ☁ 5% 29% £0.77m

Moro Focus ☁ SP 2.41 482.14 57.0 6.38 0.00 8% 16% £35.47m

nitrogeni7777 ☁77 . CWSWW 0.5711777☝, 54141 L MWV 1.45 226.50 _7 7 -5%7 77♥11% V -£2.57m

Mnorplanet Systems SP 057 15.29 1 15.8 0.53 1,153.77 ☁ ♥9% 1% -£1.59m
Msys SP 2.34 1169.69 1 52.1 2.50 2,905.01 4% 8% -£44181m

Mmdas (Renamed Corero) SP 0.16 5.80 NA 0.92 216.67 3% 12% £0.29m

IVbrse 1 R 0.99 154.03 ☁ 13.3 0.42 394.00 ☁ -7% ♥9% -£9.01rn

NCO 6'9"?☝ , . .2, 7 s. s l E . .3413, .. ,7 . 1M1☝ 2.22:0 . . _ 3-55,. JJ§47QF 7567. 11% 2745-7?"
Ncipher .☁ SP l 2.46 68.35 NA 3. 3 952.00 2% ♥3% £0.75m

Netcall SP 1 0.24 16102 . 40.7 4.53 489.90 43% 43% £4.60m

Netstore 1 cs 1 0.36 44.65 ☁ 242.3 1.24 238.33 1 7% 19% £1.87m
Networkers International A 1 0.41 37131 i 67.5 1.96 1.26563 1 21% 16% £6.45m

Nonhgaterhl☂gnnatipn Solutions . cs 0.82 438.69 1 17.5 1.32" V_ _ ☜114.1; 7L 42L" m 5% -£_1_7.11m
NSB Retail Systems SP ☁ 0.31 121181 ☁ 8.0 2.52 2.67391 5% >10% EStQ4m

OneclickHR SP ☁ 0.06 8.93 ☁ 14012 1.51 150.00 j -4% 50% -£0.37m

OPD Group A I 4.30 114.15 30.9 2161 1,954.54 1 -9% -12°/a -£11.95m

Parity A 0.74 27.68 NA 0.20 680.55 ☁ -11% ♥6% -£3,60m

Eatsyslem - , 7, . ☁ l 912.5 , .s ., .4922. . . NA 1752 , ,., gs-27.. , .9414. .. , 4,2171...7, m ,
Phoenix IT 1 CS ☁ 3136 202.55 ☁ 15.6 1.86 1,245.37 2% 10% £4,057☜

Pilat Media Global SP 0177 44.92 22.6 3145 3.825100 -6% ♥6% -£2.94m

Pixology SP . 0.24 4.82 NA 1.07 170.16 -9% -17% -£0135m

Portrait Software ☁ CS 1 0.17 15.83 NA 1.37 108.34 3% 10% £0.56m

Proac S. HaldirlQS. . ..,. J . 5'31... 20:53. .1511. . 25.0 Win 1 ML ,...;1% .. ~27»: .7 -5 2
Prologic 1 CS 1 0,73 7.25 16.1 1.05 873.49 0% -1 5% £0.00!!!

QineliQ Group CS 1 1.92 1350.66 ☁ NA 1.28 874.72 -7% 0% £7.24m

Qonneclis l 05 i 0.01 1.64 NA 14.98 200.00 0% 0% £0.00m

Quantica l A 0.39 23.27 9.7 0.60 314.52 ☁ 16% 28% £3.26m

89485111394, 77.. m, . _. 24220,..i1 0&L.,&5r52,m . 31°. . wi ☁l/L 5904:". 1
Revenue Assurance Services SP 115 49.30 NA 1.10 766.67 #REFl #REF! #REF!

RM SP 1.98 175.28 NA 0.67 5,642.86 3% 2% -£2.01m

Royalblue Group SP 1 11.30 379151 36.2 4.01 6.64706 7% 9% £32.97m

Sage Group SP . 2.57 3339.66 21.8 3157 98,946.15 ♥5% -5% -£144.96m

33011950" GI☂QUP , , Sf 1 0-52 2.1114,. s 1.025,. .. ., l 3,5 , ""1404; .☁ 9% , . ., ,5?! '90100'"
SciSys ☁ CS 1 0.95 25.14 4.0 0135 759.69 3% 11% £0.71m

SD L CS 3.46 216.22 34.9 2.28 2,308. 33 28% 47% £47.70m

ServicePower SP 1 0.13 10.45 NA 1.32 130100 4% -21% £0.40m

Sirius Financial SP ☁ 1.73 30136 332.5 1.39 1,150.00 13% 17% £3.43m

SiRW§ IT PIC . . 1 C§...i9&i .. 0:4,", . NA, ☜20195 31-5] , _, -6.°/.o. £0193"!
smartFOCUS plc ☁ SP l 0.15 11135 11310 1188 1,594.59 ☁ -3% £0.38m

Sopheon 1 SP 0.23 31.06 NA 6.66 334.53 3% £0.67m

Spring Group A 0166 105163 NA 0.23 727.78 -5% £11.30m

SSP Holdings SP 1.21 8671 NA 4.85 1,141.51 0% NA

StaIProrGroupr ., P. ,. ,. 1.0] 5.3m .. ., . M 4-91. , 7 1.52.59 H. . ~3.☜./s. -£LS7m
SThree Group plc A 4.35 600.17 NA 2.46 2.11165 13% E75188m

Stilo Intemalional ? SP 0.02 2.13 NA 1.03 4250 40% -£0.25m

Strategic Thought 1 cs 0.97 25.2 NA 2.20 712.13 4% -£0.65m

SurfCOntrol SP 4.73 150.32 NA 2.63 2,365.00 -11% _9% -£2.02m

Tadpole Technology , ☁ SP ☁ V 6.96 NA, L44 V 42.25 3% 75% {000m
leil Group CS . 36.22 NA 1180 2.46522 '3'☜: ☜☁70 {0140M

Total Systems . SP 0.40 4116 NA 1.19 745.25 -7"/o 10% {0.32m

Touchslone Group SP 1.79 21.52 NA 1.25 1,704.76 3% 0% £1.29m

Trace Group ☁ SP 0.96 14.51 11.6 1.01 764.00 -1% 4% {0.15m

Triadr Group V r V . cs . 0.24 3.64 NA 9.99 177.75 2% 74% -£0.08m
Ubiquity So ware SP 0.37 69.20 NA 9.27 935.93 0% 36% £0.01m

Ultima Networks R 0.01 1.79 NA 0.94 21.46 1% 1% -E0.00m

Ultrasls Group SP 0.01 19.58 NA 15.76 27.14 -3% -7% {0.59m

Unrverse Group SP 0.10 7.36 5.7 0.17 455.56 11% -27% £0.72m

_ gs . gas 48.35 15.6 (2.7g 1,945.7; _ 1%. 12% 20.71111
SP 016 5.87 NA 0.61 315.00 17% 11% £0.93m

CS 0.87 301.15 36.3 0184 2,224.36 4% 0% £11.31m

l CS 0.62 3129 NA 0.21 24480.00 32% 53% £0.80m

  

Note: We calculate PSR as market capitalisation owned by sales tn the most reconlly announced nanmal year.
Main SVSTEMHOUSE sms lnclcx sci at 1000 on 15m April 1989 Any new entrants to lho Slock Exchange are allocated an index or 1000 based cn lho tsstte once. The 558
lndex ts nol weighted. a change .n me share am: or lhe largest company has lha same meet as a Similar change for [he smallest company Categmy Codes: (:5 : Computer
Seances 5P = So woru Product a = Roselle! A : IT Agency 0 = Other
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- is THE S/ITS M&A TIDE TURNiNG?

2006 was another year of substantial M&A activity in the European technology sector. according to data
from Regent Associates. There were a total of 3,295 transactions. an increase of 8% on the 3,053 deals in

the previous year. The combined value of all deals in 2006 was up 24% to $337bn from $272bn in 2005.

The software and IT services sector speci cally saw a 7% increase in the number of acquisitions to 1,303.

The number of S/lTS acquisitions by a UK company edged up almost 6% to 345 for 2006.

Kate Hanaghan
High levels of activity in the S/lTS space have been driven by a number of factors. none of which look set Analys☁
to disappear in 2007. After what was a dreadful time for the S/iTS industry in 2001/2002. the pro tability

of the sector has steadily been improving. This improvement in 'health☂ has given buyers more confidence in the sector - and
therefore more con dence to make acquisitions here. Other drivers of MBA up to and including 2006 (which we analyse
in some depth in ☜Industry Trends 2006: industry Dynamics") include the high availability of cash - notably among private

equity companies. Modest market growth
of around 56% is another signi cant factor.
as companies look to supplement low
single-digit growth with acquisitive growth.

Figure 1 The number of S/iTS acquisitions made by

UK companies

All of these factors are still here and are not
going to vanish overnight. For example, we
see both the continued drive for pro tability
(many of the larger iT services rms are
looking to hit an 8-1 2% EBIT margin in two-
to♥three years' time and will acquire/divest
where necessary to achieve this) and the
con dence that improving pro ts cultivates
as sustainable drivers of M&A activity.

80 why is it that while conditions are still

good for M&A, Regent's data indicates that
we are perhaps starting to see the number 1999 2900 2001
of deals plateau? Well, given that we☂ve
been through a period of such high activity,
it wouldn☂t be unreasonable to expect
many rms to change their focus to start
looking at how to integrate and exploit those purchases they have made. We also think that the UK S/iTS market is currently
experiencing a ☁mini-boom☂ driven by the CIO Growth Agenda, for example. Project services (as described in our recent Market
Trends research) is one area that is bene ting from this. So we think some rms are easing off the acquisition accelerator slightly
while they fully exploit any pockets of market potential they have identi ed.

 

Source: Regent Associates

  

Offshore buyers in 2007

It☁s worth mentioning the offshore factor too. indian companies closed 26 European technology
acquisitions in 2006, which in the grand scheme of things is a pretty small number (less than 1% .
of all deals). aampies include infotech buying Rhyme Systems (UK banking) and MIT buying Wemlndeb☁edm Regent
Room (UK nancial services). Predictions a couple of years back that offshore companies were Associates, MsA advisers
about to go on a big spending spree did not come to fruition. However, the UK must take the to European technology
Indian rms more seriously than ever. They have started to buy andthis trend will be sustained. Organisationsv ☁0' P'°"'d'"9
M&A brokers, such as Regent, continue to report heavy interest from the Indian rms and It is ☜5 exc'uswe'y wm☂ dam °"
inevitable that this interest will be converted into more actual purchases. (Kate Hanaghan) MMWW
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